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The present comprehensive study investigates the differences and uniqueness of the
dialect of Bhairab, a prominent commercial area of Bangladesh located in Kishoregonj
district in comparison with the Standard Bangla. Language usually varies after every
particular distance throughout the world. Most often these variations and differentiations
are found in the day-to-day use of supra-segmental elements of oral language. This study
compares some of the traditional, social and public words and sentences of Bhairab
dialect with the spelling and pronunciation of standard Bangla. At the same time, it aims
at the changes found in tone and intonation in the dialect of Bhairab. Accordingly 50
respondents participated in the survey and five professionals were interviewed to collect
data. The natural instinct of humans is always inclined to sustain the traditional culture,
linguistic identity and nationalism. Regarding that, dialectal sustainability also
significantly matters to uphold one’s own culture and language. The central objective is
to bring out the traditionalism and pastoral of a same language in any dialect other than
its standard version. The paper also tends to show the profusion of some specific sounds
that are used by the inhabitants of Bhairab.
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1.

Introduction
Dialects are the assets of a language. According to Wardhaugh (2006), dialect can be
used to describe differences in speeches which are associated with geographical areas and social
groups of a speaker. Language variation matters in all regards. Language is the means of
expressing and receiving messages for interactions verbally or non-verbally. Verbal language
again varies from place to place. Even a particular language does not remain same in all the places
of its territory. It changes in rhythm, tone and intonation. It also changes in regards of expressions
and mood. The differences of languages are mixed up in Bhairab. So, some words seem to be
ambiguous to the natives of other districts. Bengali is a cocktail of many languages. Due to
centuries of powerful influences from Europeans, Mughals, Arabs, Persians, and East Asians,
Bengali has absorbed countless words from foreign languages, often totally integrating these
borrowings into the core vocabulary. After centuries of invasions from Persia and the Middle East,
numerous Turkish, Arabic, and Persian words were absorbed and fully integrated into the lexicon.
Later, European colonialism brought words from Portuguese, French, Dutch, and most
significantly English.
Bhairab is one of the most influential areas of commerce and trade in Bangladesh. It is
located in Kishoregonj district of Dhaka division. Bhairab is the most famous area of fish business.
The people of Bhairab have their own language and style in speaking Bangla. Most of the
inhabitants living in Bhairab do not speak the standard Bangla language. They use dialect for their

day to day conversations. The dialect of Bhairab is similar to some extent with the Mymensingh
dialect. They also borrow some words from Sylhet dialect. Stories of people who have been to
Kishoregonj or Bhairab and faced the local intonation and ostensibly perverse tongues of the
dialect speakers come to life as interesting during conversations.
2.

Objectives
The primary objective is to find out the differences of pronunciation style, tone and
intonation in the day to day language of Bhairab in comparison with the proper pronunciation of
standard Bangla in a precise way. The study also aims at showing some interesting sentences they
use in their everyday life to prove that dialectal sustainability indeed matters.
3.

Literature Review
The prevalent practice of classification of the varieties of Bangla is not based on any
premise of the language planning (Faquire, 2012). Consequently, in Bangladesh we could not have
any directory to gather all the regional languages in a credible way. The regional languages are
also known as dialects that have strong existence it the respective area. Dialects are semipermanent language varieties of language which vary mainly according to geographical region
(For example, Tangail dialect, Rajshahi dialect, Noakhali dialect, Barishal dialect, Chittagong
dialect etc) and social class (For example, Gulshan dialect, Dhanmondi dialect, working class
dialect, middle class dialect). But dialects can also be related to other aspects. It is uncertain, for
example, that male and female language varieties and language differences related to age are also
dialectal. Faquire (2012) states that the varieties of Bangla in the different region show variations
at different levels: phonological level, morphological level, syntactic level and semantic level of
their linguistic structure. In this current study also, the researcher have identified several variations
between standard Bangla and the Bhairab dialect.
3.1. Dialect Variations
There are infinite sources of variation in speech such as social status, gender, age,
ethnicity, geographical location, profession and economic background of a speaker (Holmes,
2001). The social class or/and group in which language is used varies. The diversity that lies
within Bangladesh can be witnessed through the many dialects of the same but very different
Bengali spoken in the different regions. It is also a surprise that people from one region do not
understand the dialects of people from another region because of the heavy accents, despite the
relatively small size of the country (Chowdhury, 2018). Dialectal differences in Bengali manifest
themselves in three forms: standardized dialect vs. regional dialect, literary language vs. colloquial
language and lexical (vocabulary) variations. The name of the dialects generally originates from
the district where the language is spoken. Language change certainly leads to variation, and
variation within a language community often leads to societal evaluation of specific topography as
good or bad.
3.2. Varieties of a language
Language has a significant role in the identification of a speaker’s behavioral pattern,
traditions, culture, and society. Since language is the recollection of human thoughts generated in
a particular culture within a particular period of time, it upholds the nature of that culture—a
culture that typically forms over an extended period of time. There are a large number of Bangla
dialects that depict the cultural, historical and linguistic pattern of a particular social class
(Karmakar, 2017). The term variety is the label given to the form of a language used by any group
of speakers or used in a particular field. A variety is characterized by the basic lexicon, phonology,
syntax shared by members of the group. Varieties of a language are of four types: the standard
variety, regional (geographical) dialects, sociolects (social dialects) and registers (functional
varieties).
The standard variety is the form of a language used by the government and
communication media, taught in schools and universities and is the main or only written form. The
standard variety is the most widely used in a community. It is more fixed than other varieties,
allowing less variation in pronunciation, spelling/writing and grammar.

4.

Methodology
The study is conducted among the 50 respondents of all spheres in Bhairab region of
Kishoregonj district in Bangladesh. The participants are randomly selected from different
institutions and stages to find out the qualitative information of their dialect, pronunciation, tone
and intonation of Bangla language. The respondents were asked to transform 25 standard Bangla
sentences to their Bhairab dialects. After analyzing the data, the researcher has depicted 17
sentences in the current study. The sentences were also transliterated for the better understanding
of the variations. Other sentences were not finally shown in the paper considering some formal
issues of cultural and linguistic variations.
The study used the descriptive approach with utilization of qualitative data such as direct
interviews and observational studies with existing information and case studies in the related field.
Three college teachers and two shopkeepers were interviewed to discern some relevant
information about the Bhairab dialect. The rationale was to depict the language variations between
Bhairab dialect and the standard Bangla as observed by the researcher in synchronization with the
conceptual analyses.
5.

Findings and Discussion
The study of language variation escorts language development activities. For example,
when developing a writing system it is desirable for it to be convenient and conventional to the
largest number of speakers of the very language. Consequently, it is imperative to ascertain the
most coalescing features of the language. The differences may be found partially and completely.
Some utterances are found strange and fantastic. Different tones may be discovered. Their dialect
is not at all same with the language of Dhaka city though Bhairab is located in the Dhaka division.
Some lapses have also been found after the successful completion of the study.
5.1. New Vocabularies
There are few words used by the natives of Bhairab having completely different meaning
than that of standard Bangla. Such a word is ÔMReÕ (/gɒʒɒb/) that means ‘curse’ in Bengali. But in
the dialect of Bhairab, people use it to mean ‘beautiful’, ‘excellent’ or ‘very nice’.
Regarding seasonal register, the word ÔVvÛvÕ (/θʌndʌ/) that is used to mean cold, is uttered
in a completely different word Ô†UjøvÕ (/tellʌ/) and they use ‘Rvi’ (/d͡ʒʌr/) in lieu of ‘kxZ’ (/ʃɪ̈ t/).
There is another word uttered as Ô†eBbœvjvÕ (/beɪnnʌlʌ/) which means morning and uttered as
ÔmKvjÕ (/ʃɒkʌl/) in standard Bangla.
They also use the word ÔQvbÕ (/sʌn/) for ÔZiKvwiÕ (/tɒrkʌrɪ/) to mean curry and the juice of
the curry is known as Ô‡SvjÕ (/ʐœl/) in standard Bangla but the Bhairab dialect has this word as Ô‡mŠivÕ
(/ʃəʊrʌ/).
The natives of Bhairab sometimes use the word Ô†eBjvÕ (/beɪlʌ/) to indicate a young girl
and Ô‡ewWÕ (/bedɪ/) to mean a woman. The word ÔUzUÕ (/tʊt/) is used for Ôc¨uvPÕ (/pæt͡ʃ/) to indicate
conflict. They also use the word ÔjvDÕ (/lʌʊ/) for the replacement of the word ÔK_vÕ (/kɒθʌ/) to
denote speech. Such a way, there are several new vocabularies were found which are attentiongrabbing, utterly modified and newfangled.
5.2. Day to day dialogues
From the linguistic point of view, all dialects have the equal prestige. And, it is found that
gaining status, a dialect becomes the standard variety or standard language of a country. The
sentences that the people of Bhairab use in their daily life are their dialectal language. The survey
was conducted with 50 respondents who are the permanent inhabitants of Bhairab.
Some selected samples are presented by the researcher to give an overview of their
dialect. The dialect has a bit longer tone in most of the sentences the regional people use than the
language of standard Bangla.

The following 16 samples have been considered to depict from the collected data:
SL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Standard Bangla with transliteration
†jvKUv Gfv‡e ZvwK‡q Av‡Q †Kb?

Bhairab Dialect with transliteration
†eWvWv Gg‡b PvBqv jB‡Q `y|

/lokta evabe takiye ache keno?/

/bedada emne chaiya loice du/

GB Av‡jvPbv Kivi cÖ‡qvRb †bB|

BZvi Avjv‡di‡Zv †Kvbn `invi bvB|

/ei alochona korar proyojon nei/

/itar alapherto konho dorhar nai/

wK‡i ZyB KLb Avmwe?

wK‡i ZzB ‡Kv¤^vjv AvB‡e?

/kire tui kokhon asbi?/

/kire tui kombala aibe?/

AvR mÜvq weª‡R hve|

AvB¾v nvBbRvjv wewi‡Rv hvqvg|

/aj sondhay brije jabo/

/aijja hainjala birijo jayam/

AvR‡K Avgv‡`i evwo‡Z Avmev, wVK Av‡Q!

AvB¾v AvgWvi evBZ AvB‡e, wVn Av‡Q!

/ajke amader barite asbe, thik ace!/

/aijja amdar bait aibe, thiho ace!/

Avgiv A‡bK GbRq K‡iwQ ZvB bv?

Avgiv KZjv gRv KiwQ, bv‡i?

/amra onek enjoy korci, tai na?/

/amra kotla moja korci, nare?/

Avwg GLb evm ÷¨vÛ AvwQ|

Avwg An‡b evw÷b AvwQ|

/ami ekhon bus stand aci/

/ami ohone bastin aci/

bymivZ, G‡mv ILv‡b hvB|

bymivZ, Av †n‡bv hvB|

/Nusrat, esho okhane jai/

/Nusrat, aa heno jai/

GB †`Lbv, †`qv‡j 2 Uv eo eo wQ`ª|

GB †`nQ bv †`Iqv‡ji gB‡a¨ `yBWv eo eo we›`yi|

/ei dekhona, deyale dui ta boro boro
chidro/

/ei dehos na, dewaler moiddhe duida boro
boro bindur/

cÖPÛ kx‡Z kixi VvÛv n‡q Av‡Q|

hv bv Rvi ci‡Q cyiv ˆkBj †Ujøv nBqv †M‡Q|

/prochondo shite shorir thanda hoye ace/

/ja na jar porce pura shoil tella hoia gece/

I‡i evc‡i A‡bK Mig|

gvM&‡Mvgv ZZv A|

/ore bapre onek gorom/

/maggoma tota o/

ZiKvwiUv A‡bK UK jvM‡Q|

QvbWv A‡bK Pz°v jvMZv‡Q|

/torkarita onek tok lagce/

/sanda onek chukka lagtace/

†ewk K_v ej‡e bv|

AZ jvD KB‡iv bv|

/beshi kotha bolbe na/

/oto law koiro na/

Avwg mKv‡j Avwbœi evmvq wM‡qwQjvg|

Avwg †eBbœvjv Avwbœi evmvq †MQjvg|

/ami sokale Annir basay giyecilam/

/ami beinnala Annir basay geclam/

fv‡Zi mv‡_ ‡Svj †bb|

fv‡Zi mv‡_ ‡mŠiv †bb|

/vater sathe jhol nen/

/vater sathe shoura nen/

fv½v PvgP w`‡q ‡L‡qvbv|

fv½v wQwd w`qv LvB‡qv bv|

/vanga chamoch diye kheyona/

/vanga sifi dia khayo na/

5.3. Profusion of /h/ sound
The profusion of /ha/ sound is mentionable in Bhairab dialect. The most of the people use
/ha/ sound instead of /ka/ and /kha/ sound in speaking Bangla. For example, they pronounce Ô`inviÕ
(/do(r)hʌr/) instead of Ô`iKviÕ (/do(r)kʌr/); ÔAn‡bÕ (/ɒhɒne/) instead of ÔGLbÕ (/ekhɒn/). The people
also use /ha/ in almost all other regards also whenever they want. It is a broad spectrum quality of
the inhabitants of Bhairab.
5.4. Use of /ðʊ̈/ sound (in Bangla /`y/)
The natives of Bhairab use the sound /ðʊ̈/ (in Bangla /`y/) at the end of many of their day
to day dialogues. The example is presented earlier in 5.2 in sample-1. This is a kind of unique
feature of the dialect. There is no specific meaning of this sound. It is just an expression which is
mostly found in Bhairab dialect.

5.5. Profusion of /e/ and /ɒ/
The people of Bhairab generally use the Bangla pure vowels in the pronunciation of /e/
and /ɒ/ sounds. They use ÔhvB‡e?Õ to mean Ôhvwe?Õ (Will you go?); Ôwewi‡RvÕ to mean Ôweª‡RÕ (in the
bridge/toward the bridge). That means the /ɪ/ sound is converted to /e/ and the /e/ sound is
converted to /ɒ/.
6.

Interpretation from Interviews
Though the study has found wonderful variations comparing the standard Bangla and the
Bhairab dialect, in most of the cases, the academics or professionals do not usually use the dialects.
Of course, they have the intonation or various pitch levels while talking which proves that the
dialect also influence to their speech acts. Especially, the interviewees stated that the professionals
do not use dialects in formal places. Some people use not at all. However, the rural people use
dialects in almost all of their everyday talks. A teacher-interviewee states about the complete
modification of words. In case of some words, the pronunciation has been quite modified like for
the polysyllabic phrase ‘evm ÷¨vÛ’ (/bʌs/ /stænd/) to mean ‘bus stoppage’, they use disyllabic
‘evw÷b’ (/bʌstɪn/) which is indeed remarkable. Similarly, the word ‘wQ`ª’ (/t͡sɪðrɒ/) has been
transformed to ‘we›`yi’ (/bɪndʊr/), a surprisingly different word.
7.

Conclusion
The dialect of Bhairab is not that much different than the standard Bangla language. As it
is located closer to B-Baria and Sylhet district, some of their utterances and tone are similar with
their language. Sailzmann (2007) states that the way individuals speak varies not only according to
their regional and social dialects but also according to context. Likewise, the context also
contributes to develop the Bhairab dialect which is inimitable and sustainable. Bhairab is also a
proposed district. It is quite dependent with its own resources. Its language also has individual
characteristics and uniqueness. The researcher has observed that language variation occurs in this
region with modified tone and intonation. This variation again sustains and the sustainability of
the dialects goes on.
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